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Axelum remains at the forefront of
advancing sustainable development,
contributing to broad-based initiatives that
promote economic and social inclusion.
Through this principle, Axelum strives to
create meaningful impact to help address
some of the pressing needs of society.

[102-46]

About the					 Report
Axelum’s 2021 Sustainability Report entitled Prospering into Tomorrow, embodies
a solution-driven mindset, seeking to impart lasting value for the future generation.
The report provides a detailed overview on the way best sustainability practices are
deeply rooted in its business.
Reporting Framework
GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards,
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), and Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines for
Publicly-Listed Companies
Approach to GRI [102-54]
This report has been prepared
in accordance with the
GRI Standards: Core option.
Reporting Period [102-50]
January to December 2021
Date of Most Recent Report [102-51]
May 16, 2022

Reporting Cycle [102-52]
Annual
Contact Information [102-53]
Paul C. Cheah
Vice-President and
Investor Relations Officer
paul.cheah@axelum.com.ph
Principal Office [102-3]
ICS Building, Tiano-Montalvan Sts.,
Cagayan de Oro, Misamis Oriental
Philippines 9000
Telephone Number: +63 (2) 8851 0730
Fax Number: +63 (2) 8851 0746
Email: axelum@axelum.com.ph
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About

Axelum

ABOUT AXELUM

Since 1986, Axelum has evolved from a small
manufacturing enterprise into one of the
leading fully-integrated manufacturer, exporter,
and retailer of best-in-class coconut products,
with a global reputation anchored on superior
quality, reliability, and technical expertise.
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Our unique manufacturing model utilizes all
parts of the coconut to produce a wide array of
products, primarily catering to the increasing
requirements of multinational food and
beverage companies, foodservice players, and
retail chains. For over three decades, we have
cemented our position as the preferred supplier
of premium coconut products to a rapidlygrowing customer base composed of top-tier
domestic and international household brands.
Our extensive distribution network covers more
than 30 countries across various cities in North
America, Australia, Europe, South America, and

[102-1, 102-2]

Asia. At home, we have established significant
presence in Luzon with plans to further our
reach in Visayas and Mindanao. [102-6, 102-7]
Our main production facility is in the
Municipality of Medina, Misamis Oriental,
including three offshore distribution hubs in the
United States, Australia and Spain. To expand
our global footprint, we have partnered with
reputable distributors in key geographies to
leverage on local market knowledge and afford
priority customer servicing. [102-4]
Our manufacturing processes strictly adhere to
the highest standards in food processing and
safety, backed by multiple international quality
certifications and subjected to at least 25-30
comprehensive yearly audits by customers
and independent auditors. As a result of this
rigorous discipline, Axelum has obtained
key accreditations from some of the largest
consumer brands over the last thirty years.

Mission

Core Values

We are a local company with a global
mindset, whose main purpose is to nurture
people with our products. Axelum aims to
be the definition of excellence in food and
beverage manufacturing, distribution, and
product development.

QUALIT Y - We commit to deliver premium
products to our customers.

Axelum unceasingly strives to be:
• a foreign exchange earner,
• a labor-intensive employer,
• a developer of livelihood in
socially depressed areas,
• a leader in cutting-edge
technology, and
• a promoter of spiritual and
honorable Filipino values.

Vision
To be the premier player within the food
and beverage industry known for our
dedication to excellence, client satisfaction,
and product innovation through our
greatest asset: Our People.

[102-16]

MALASAKIT - We care and support our local
communities by creating sustainable livelihoods that
provide economic security and a sense of pride for
the Filipino worker.
BAYANIHAN - We believe in the Filipino practice
of 'bayanihan' – a spirit of communal work and
cooperation. We are united in everything that we
do and committed to helping our fellow workers
perform their tasks.
CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT - We constantly
improve our practices through continuous learning.
INTEGRITY - We do our work with integrity and
accountability. We do so by giving due diligence to the
task assigned, and by being punctual, complete, and
accurate in doing the tasks assigned without rework.
FELLOWSHIP - We strive for individual
transformation for the betterment of everyone.
We commit to recognizing and appreciating each
one’s efforts, and being open and receptive to
others’ comments and suggestions.
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Customers

[102-2]

Axelum makes full-use of the coconut to
produce an extensive range of product
offerings to meet rising global demand.
Our main products are classified into two
segments: White Meat and Coconut Water.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[102-6, 102-7]

Multinational food and beverage companies
Confectioneries and bakeries
Private label supermarkets
Supermarket chains
Foodservice players
Personal care brands
Organic and plant-based food enterprises

Global Brand Affiliations

WHITE MEAT

ABOUT AXELUM

•
•
•
•
•
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Desiccated Coconut
Coconut Milk Powder
Sweetened Coconut
Coconut Milk/Cream
Reduced Fat Coconut

COCONUT WATER
• Regular Coconut Water
• Organic Coconut Water
• Pressed Coconut Water

•
•
•
•
•

Coconut Cooking Oil
Toasted Coconut
Roasted Coconut
Crude Coconut Oil
Paring Cake

[102-2]
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We Know
Coconut Best!
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Ownership Structure

[102-5]

In 2019, Axelum launched its Initial Public Offering in the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE).

OWNERSHIP AND LEGAL FORM

COMMON SHARES

CP Compass Singapore Pte. Ltd

799,999,999

Romeo I. Chan (Direct and Indirect)

375,855,142

Henry J. Raperoga (Direct and Indirect)

373,338,887

Paul Rene Z. Tayag (Direct and Indirect)

111,211,035

Various Shareholders (Non-Public)

1,733,646,410

ABOUT AXELUM

Axelum’s total public float is at 32.0% as of December 31, 2021.
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EXTERNAL INITIATIVES [102-12]

MEMBERSHIPS OF ASSOCIATIONS [102-13]

• United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (UN SDGs)
• Customs-Trade Partnership Against
Terrorism (CT-PAT)
• Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI)
• Hazard Analysis and Critical Control
Points System (HACCP)
• International Organization
for Standardization (ISO)
• Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit (SEDEX)
• Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP)

• The United Coconut Association of
the Philippines, Inc. (UCAP)
• Association of Philippine
Coconut Desiccators (APCD)
• Philippine Food Processors and
Exporters Organization, Inc. (PHILFOODEX)

Awards and
Recognition
ASIA'S BEST SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT (FIRST TIME)

PLAQUE OF RECOGNITION

• Silver Award
• Asia Sustainability
Reporting Awards 2020
• May 19, 2021

• Top 10 Real Property Taxpayer
(Industrial Category)
• From the Office of the Provincial
Treasurer, Misamis Oriental
• November 29, 2021

CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION

CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION

• Invaluable participation in
the Sustainability Showcase:
Notable ESG Projects forum
• Philippine Stock Exchange and
Securities and Exchange Commission
• December 06, 2021

• Invaluable support to the Coast Guard
Station Northeastern Misamis Oriental
• Coast Guard District Northern Mindanao
• April 26, 2021
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Our Dearest Stakeholders,
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Joint Message
of the
Chairman and
President

In 2021, we witnessed productive large-scale
multi-sectoral collaboration to transition
readily into the endemic phase. Despite
continuing threats of mutating coronavirus
variants and possible local outbreaks, our
economy rebounded sharply, which can be
attributed to wider vaccination coverage,
easing mobility restrictions, and revived
consumer spending.

JOINT MESSAGE OF THE CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT

At Axelum, we believe that constant
engagement between the public and private
sectors, including cause-specific groups,
is key to creating meaningful impact and
promoting sustainable enterprises.
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SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES IN
A UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT
Beyond the unprecedented challenges, we
saw unique opportunities for advancement
and innovation. At the peak of community
lockdowns, we strategically capitalized
on extra downtime to further strengthen
manufacturing capabilities and future-proof
our business in the long-term. This includes
the installation of additional shelling stations
and expansion of our nut bodega to increase
nut processing and nut storage capacity by
up to 30% and 20%, respectively. Today, these
efforts have started to bear fruit as we realize
some of the benefits planted in 2020.
Moreover, the pandemic led to heightened
demand for coconut products, highlighted
by its proven health properties and, to a
broader extent, ongoing research on its
potential to help alleviate some of the
symptoms of COVID-19.
As we see it, these are some of the
opportunities that resulted from this crisis
that allowed us to flourish amid a challenging
backdrop and lingering worries.

program, in cooperation with the Department
of Health, Medina Local Government, and
Northern Mindanao Medical Center, to inoculate
our entire workforce and their dependents to
shield them from critical illness. In addition,
we maintained our remote and alternating
work arrangements to ensure the safety of our
employees without compromising productivity.
Staying true to our founding principles, we
continued to fulfill our social duties to key
stakeholders by supporting health initiatives
of the local government and donating
essential goods to host communities. This
includes pioneering our Fairtrade program
by distributing assorted grocery bundles to
930 enrolled farmer beneficiaries. Likewise,
we granted new academic scholarships to 39
community students to pursue a formal college
degree. Finally, the ongoing construction of
the San Isidro Polymedic General Hospital in
Gingoog City, our most significant infrastructure
and service project to date, is expected to be
operational by end-2022.

ANSWERING THE CALL TO HUMANITY

GROWING CONTRIBUTION
TO CLIMATE RESILIENCY

Throughout this period, our topmost priority
was the safety and welfare of our people,
whom we regard as our most valuable asset.
For 2021, we organized a mass vaccination

We are deeply committed to doing our part to
combat global warming to ensure a sustainable
future for the next generation. Part of our
climate action program is the reduction of direct

carbon footprint and increased water efficiency
from operations. For 2021, we managed to
decrease our direct greenhouse gas emissions
by up to 19% following the implementation of
enterprise-wide fuel-saving activities to lower
diesel consumption. Moreover, we recycled
up to 20% of wastewater for other purposes
and installed modern computerized boilers
that consume up to 35% less coconut shells to
generate culinary steam needs.
Another aspect of our climate initiative is
the preservation of natural ecosystems that
breathe life into our products. For 2021,
we converted 71% of used Tetra packaging
materials into 2,183 regularly-sized chipboards,
utilizing them as plywood substitutes, sleeping
mats, and table dividers.
Lastly, we are partaking in the global shift
to clean energy to limit dependence on
traditional power sources and promote a
renewable mindset. To date, we are finalizing
plans to install a modern solar panel
facility in the Medina Plant to service peak
manufacturing hours.
EMBRACING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
At Axelum, we are blessed to have sustainabilityoriented individuals who share our vision of
espousing for a better planet. At the same time,
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objectives by adopting best practices aligned with
international climate and environmental standards.

Financial
Highlights
SALES (IN ₱ THOUSANDS)

6,359,548

GROSS PROFIT (IN ₱ THOUSANDS)

JOINT MESSAGE OF THE CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT

we constantly explore ways to expand our sustainability
objectives by adopting best practices aligned with
international climate and environmental standards.
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For 2022, we are determined to gain new ground on the
sustainability front by furthering our climate and social
ambitions through evolving platforms that drive inclusivity
and growth. We remain inspired throughout this journey
as we strive to enrich the lives of our countrymen by
upholding our core values and progressively contributing
to nation-building.

ROMEO I. CHAN

CHAIRMAN AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

In closing, we would like to thank our Board of Directors for
leading the way in many of our endeavors, our management
team for the grit and fortitude to overcome the odds and
our shareholders for the continued trust and confidence.
Altogether, we solemnly enjoin each one in prayer that may
the Lord guide and enlighten our newly-elected leaders, to
faithfully serve the needs of the Filipino people, especially
those suffering in the face of extreme difficulty. May they be
granted the strength and courage to lead our country to a
brighter tomorrow for all.

HENRY J. RAPEROGA

PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

Axelum outperformed pre-pandemic
levels by posting record topline, gross
profit, and pretax income for 2021. Axelum
generated sales of ₱6.4 billion, up 23%
from ₱5.2 billion, mainly driven by higher
volumes and average selling prices across
core product segments. Gross profit rose
34% to ₱1.7 billion from ₱1.3 billion, with
gross margin expanding to 27% from 25%,
despite global shipping challenges and
elevated input costs. EBITDA climbed 37%
to ₱1.2 billion, translating to a record-level
pretax income of ₱896 million, up 56% from
₱574 million. In terms of fiscal standing,
Axelum is anchored on a solid balance
sheet with a healthy cash position of
₱1.2 billion and a total debt-to-equity
ratio of 0.10x as of December 31, 2021.
By retooling strategies, Axelum has
managed to withstand multiple
operational headwinds and prolonged
worries in this new reality as it resumes
its growth trajectory in the long term.

1,736,453

GROSS PROFIT MARGIN

27.3%

EBITDA (IN ₱ THOUSANDS)

1,150,993

OPERATING INCOME
(IN ₱ THOUSANDS)

816,623

DEBT-TO-EQUITY RATIO

0.10

EARNINGS PER SHARE

₽0.18

2 0 2 1 S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T

We constantly explore ways to expand our sustainability

2021
Business
Review
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Key

Stakeholder Engagement

CARING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

Axelum organized a mass vaccination campaign in
coordination with the Department of Health, Medina
Local Government, and Northern Mindanao Medical
Center to inoculate its workers and their dependents
against COVID-19. As of February 2022, Axelum has
vaccinated 4,895 people, representing its entire
workforce, to protect them from critical illness.

Axelum’s state-of-the-art wastewater treatment facility
allows for the safe discharge of effluents in accordance with
standards imposed by the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources. Further, Axelum has donated thousands
of trash cans to host communities to encourage proper waste
segregation and disposal.

In addition, Axelum donated testing kits, ambulance
vehicles, and other essential supplies to local government
units to help contain community transmissions.

CONTRIBUTING TO A GREENER PLANET

Axelum’s Safety Health and Preservation of
Environment (SHAPE) Department together with the
on-site medical team, stressed the importance of
following health and safety policies in the workplace.
For 2021, Axelum conducted training seminars
on systematic contract tracing to 38 assigned
representatives from each department. Moreover,
Axelum partnered with the Gingoog City Chapter of the
Philippine Red Cross to certify 34 in-house first aiders.

2021 BUSINESS REVIEW

Environmental Stewardship

CONTINUING FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19

INSTILLING A CULTURE OF SAFETY

B.

Reinforcing Core
Competencies

RECALIBRATING PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
Axelum re-engineered some of its major production
equipment to improve daily production rate by up
to 35%, particularly for coconut milk powder and
coconut water.
EXPANDING WAREHOUSING CAPABILITIES
Axelum constructed additional shelling stations and
expanded its nut bodega to increase nut processing and
nut storage capacity by up to 30% and 20%, respectively.
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C.

Axelum's manufacturing model makes full-use of the coconut,
resulting to zero-waste generated from raw materials. In
addition, Axelum organizes coastal clean-ups and tree planting
activities to preserve natural eco-systems. In 2021, Axelum
organized a mahogany tree-planting session participated by
employees in its organic community farm in Gingoog City.

D. Community Development
ENRICHING COMMUNITIES AND UPLIFTING LIVES
For 2021, Axelum activated its Fairtrade program by distributing
essential grocery bundles including rice, noodles, canned goods,
milk, coffee, detergents, medicines, and vitamins to 930 farmer
beneficiaries from the municipalities of Medina, Magsaysay,
Talisayan, and Balingasag in Misamis Oriental.
To date, Axelum operates an organic community farm in Medina
with 78 enrolled farmers and over 2,000 indirect beneficiaries.
ENABLING ACCESS TO BASIC HEALTHCARE
Despite the pandemic, Axelum pursued its most ambitious
infrastructure and service project, the construction of the San
Isidro Polymedic General Hospital. This secondary-tier hospital
is envisioned to provide direct access to professional and
affordable medical services for more than 350,000 residents
from host communities.
As of June 2022, project completion was at 55% and is expected
to be operational by end-2022.

2 0 2 1 S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T

A.

Highlights

Axelum has finalized plans to expand its main warehouse by
installing new pallet positions to increase storage capacity
by up to 30% upon completion. This project is expected to be
finished by 2023 and will provide more headroom for Axelum
to accelerate manufacturing operations to satisfy robust
market demand for its products.
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Business Strategy
and General Outlook

2021 BUSINESS REVIEW

[203-1]
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Axelum has redefined strategies and
future-proofed its business to ensure
long-term growth in this new reality.
From a strategic view, Axelum aims
to broaden its global distribution
network to reinforce on-the-ground
intelligence and quickly adapt to evolving
market trends through distribution
partnerships or physical presence.
Further, Axelum remains committed to
strengthening manufacturing capabilities
by continuously investing in additional
production capacity, upgrading existing
equipment, and expanding storage
facilities to keep up with increasing
requirements for coconut products.
Lastly, Axelum is gearing up to unlock
the massive potential of its businessto-consumer segment by extending its
retail footprint, both domestically and
abroad, to capitalize on growing demand
for healthier food alternatives. Presently,
Axelum is incubating multiple products
made from all-natural ingredients, with
planned new product launches starting
in the second half of 2022.

Value Chain:
The People Who Matter
At Axelum, we acknowledge the invaluable
contributions of our people, who play an
integral role in our holistic value chain.
We attribute a big part of our success and
longevity to the dedication of our partner
coconut farmers and skilled laborers,
whom we regard as our greatest asset.

Sourcing
Stakeholders: Local coconut farming
groups and coconut bulk traders
Since 1986, Axelum has been repeatedly
transacting with thousands of local
coconut farmers within a 200-kilometer
radius of the Medina Plant to source
fresh coconuts for its manufacturing
operations. These are densely-populated
coconut regions, including CARAGA, Lanao
Peninsula, Northern Mindanao, and Davao,
collectively accounting for approximately
30%-35% of total yearly Philippine harvests.

[102-9, 203-1]

FARMING
Axelum organizes farmer training
sessions and distributes coconut
seedlings as replanting material to boost
the population of young coconut trees.
NUT BUY ING
Nuts received are thoroughly assessed
based on size, diameter, weight, and
traces of contaminants, to ensure
freshness and conformance to the
highest quality standards. Axelum
sources whole nuts at above-market
prices to guarantee sufficient allocation
for its daily requirements and augment
household income of coconut farmers.
TR ANSPORT
Whole nuts are delivered to the Medina
Plant or collected at strategically situated
nut buying stations.
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Manufacturing
Stakeholders: Employees and
labor cooperatives

NUT OPENING
Axelum operates the largest standalone
nut opening plant in the country, with a
maximum daily capacity of up to 850 metric
tons. Thousands of shellers and parers
are employed through third-party labor
cooperatives to handle nut processing
activities. Axelum complies with the prescribed
health standards by reconfiguring the facility
to implement proper distancing.
PROCESSING
Axelum utilizes the entire coconut to produce
an extensive range of products, resulting in
zero-waste generated from raw materials.
Coconut Shells: feedstock for industrial boilers
Coconut White Meat: desiccated coconut,
coconut milk powder, coconut milk/cream,
sweetened coconut, reduced fat coconut,
coconut cooking oil, toasted coconut, roasted
coconut crude coconut oil, and paring cake
Coconut Water: nutritious liquid component
inside the coconut

VALUE CHAIN

PACKAGING
Finished products undergo metal screening
and x-ray imaging to ensure safety and
quality. Used Tetra packaging materials are
repurposed into chipboards that serve as
alternative plywood, sleeping mats, or
table dividers.
STORAGE
Axelum has finalized plans to expand its onsite finished goods warehouse to meet rising
global demand for coconut products. Based
on the initial construction design, Axelum
intends to install additional pallets to increase
overall storage capacity by up to 30% to be
completed within the next 12-18 months.
SHIPMENT
Finished goods are carefully loaded into trucks
and transported to designated port terminals
for local and international shipping.
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[102-2]

Axelum operates within a sustainable
value chain built on responsible sourcing,
uplifting lives, and safeguarding natural
ecosystems to produce best-in-class
premium coconut products.

DESICCATED COCONUT
Desiccated coconut is
made from shredded highquality pure white coconut
meat, dried to retain its
natural aroma. Desiccated
coconut is an ideal
ingredient for confectioneries
and bakeries. Axelum offers
desiccated coconut including organic,
toasted, roasted and sweetened variants,
prepared in granulated cuts, flakes and
chips. Axelum’s desiccated coconut
products are marketed under homegrown
brands, Fiesta and Red-V.
COCONUT WATER
Coconut water is the clear
liquid inside the fresh
coconut that makes for
a nutritiously delicious,
better-for-you drink. It is
processed using advanced
ultra-high temperature
technology to preserve the
quality and flavor of natural coconut water.
Coconut water can be mixed with various
beverage concoctions as juice base.
Axelum produces coconut water in 330
mL and 500 mL sizes for export. Axelum
is a top supplier to Vita Coco, the world’s
biggest coconut water brand.
COCONUT MILK POWDER
Coconut milk powder is a
fine, creamy white powder
produced from freshly
squeezed coconut milk
blended with natural
stabilizers, developed,
and perfected to address
the cooking requirements of
manufacturers, food service chefs, and
homemakers, that are shelf-stable and
easy to use. It is a staple in Southeast Asian
cuisine and a key input for confectioneries,
baked goods, food sauces, desserts, and
savory dishes. Axelum’s Fiesta branded
coconut milk powder is available in
industrial and retail packaging.

COCONUT MILK/CREAM
Coconut milk/cream is the
pure extract of coconut
meat, combined with
natural stabilizers and
ultra-high temperature
processed to preserve the
freshness and natural flavor
of newly-squeezed coconut
milk. It is used in liquid applications and
is an excellent milk alternative. Axelum’s
coconut milk/cream products are sold
under Fiesta and Fiesta Tropicale labels.
REDUCED FAT COCONUT
Reduced fat coconut is
made from shredded pure
white meat, defatted,
and dried to 45%-55%
fat content. Reduced fat
coconut is best used for
applications that require a
low-fat, high-fiber recipe, adding
an exciting texture and chewiness to a host
of bakery offerings. Axelum’s reduced fat
coconut products are branded as Cocorich.
SWEETENED COCONUT
Sweetened coconut is the
shredded flesh of the
ripened coconut with a soft
and chewy texture that
can be prepared in fancy
cuts. Sweetened coconut is
regularly used as batter for
baked goods.
COCONUT COOKING OIL
Coconut cooking oil is
extracted from dried white
meat. Axelum’s coconut
cooking oil products are
marketed domestically
under the Romantika brand
and come in industrial and
retail packaging.
TOASTED COCONUT
Toasted coconut is
made from desiccated
coconut and is available
in sweetened and
unsweetened varieties.
This nutty textural
ingredient is commonly used
for baking, cereals, granola, and
decorative cake toppings.

2 0 2 1 S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T

Axelum’s highly-trained personnel operate
its state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities.
Axelum continues to invest in strengthening
manufacturing capabilities by deploying
additional capacity, upgrading production
equipment, and modernizing existing
infrastructure while streamlining processes to
enhance production yields and utilization rate.

Our Products

21

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y AT A X E L U M
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Axelum envisions becoming a progressive
contributor to the global sustainability agenda
by responding to the needs of marginalized
societies and joining the movement against
climate change. Axelum, through its civic
arm, prioritizes various stakeholder demands
with increased focus on education, livelihood,
and health. Since 1986, Axelum has instituted
several initiatives that offer educational
opportunities for underprivileged students,
alternative livelihood options, and access to
basic healthcare. On the environmental front,
Axelum’s manufacturing operations generate
nearly-zero waste by fully utilizing its primary
raw material, the coconut. In addition, Axelum
actively participates in environmental-driven
activities such as coastal clean-ups, tree
planting, and trash bin donations.
Altogether, Axelum’s sustainability approach
seeks to uplift the most vulnerable members
of society through permanent solutions and to
manage our impact on biodiversity.

2 0 2 1 S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T

Sustainability
at Axelum

Our
Sustainability Pillars

HEAD: CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Axelum strives to harmonize economic performance
and best business practices within a framework built
on integrity, transparency, and accountability.

HEART: SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
Axelum’s purpose is not hinged solely on financial
gain, but more importantly, to act as a beacon of
hope and opportunity to various stakeholders that it
serves through active community engagement and
productive collaboration.

HANDS: ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
Axelum is principally committed to safeguarding
natural ecosystems through a sustainable model
that adopts renewable energy sources, minimal raw
material wastage, replanting, and recycling.
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Our Contributions to the United Nations

CATEGORY

UN SDG

AXELUM’S CONTRIBUTION

CATEGORY

In addition, Axelum provides assorted seedlings,
fertilizer, and other planting tools.

Axelum is a diverse, equal opportunity, and
non-discriminating employer.

In 2021, Axelum distributed grocery bundles to
930 beneficiary farmers under its Fairtrade program.

Axelum believes in the ability of women as
key contributors to its business.

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y AT A X E L U M

Food
manufacturing
and exporting
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Axelum invested in a modern wastewater treatment
facility to ensure the proper treatment of liquid waste
before discharge.
Axelum provides a stable source of livelihood for
community residents through regular jobs in
its production facility.
Employees earn above mandatory wages and benefits.
Axelum’s manufacturing operations have multiple
quality certifications issued by local and international
certifying bodies.

Best-in-class
coconut
products

Axelum repeatedly transacts with thousands of
marginalized coconut farmers who benefit from
premium buying prices for fresh coconuts.

Coconut products are known for their rich health
properties that promote sound nutrition and well-being.

AXELUM’S CONTRIBUTION
Axelum operates an organic community farm to train
local farmers to cultivate a wide variety of fruits and
vegetable crops.

Axelum contributes to poverty alleviation by creating
livelihood opportunities for community members to
earn a decent living and obtain basic economic services.

Female employees are well-represented within
the organization, starting at the Board, senior
management, middle management, and entry-level
positions, accounting for 28% of the entire workforce
population in 2021.

UN SDG

Corporate
social
responsibility

Axelum’s organic community farm has 78 enrolled
farmers and more than 2,000 indirect beneficiaries.
Axelum organized a vaccination drive to inoculate its
entire workforce against COVID-19.
The on-going construction of the San Isidro Polymedic
General Hospital in Gingoog City aims to provide
professional and affordable healthcare to community
residents particularly indigent patients.

In 2021, Axelum granted new college scholarships
to 39 students from host communities.

2 0 2 1 S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T

[103-2, 103-3]
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Our Stakeholders
[102-40, 102-42, 102-43, 102-44]

We recognize the contribution of stakeholders to our business
and their role as valuable partners of growth. As such, we strive
to address evolving stakeholder interests through constant
engagement and collaboration that foster value creation.

Our Material Topics

[102-47]

Stakeholder
Group

Top Concerns
in 2021

Channels of
Engagement

Axelum Response and Outcome

Labor
Cooperatives

Shifting work
schedules

Small group
meetings

Advanced dissemination of adjusted
work schedules

Various digital
platforms

Provided shuttle services for evening shifts

Regular meetings,
training,
information
bulletin and
re-orientation

Distribution of personal protective
equipment and compliance with
social distancing

Implementation
of health and
safety policies

Active re-orientation of minimum
health standards

Employees

Virtual platforms

• Energy

Remote work arrangement

• Economic
Performance

Alternating office work schedules

• Market Presence

• Water and
Wastewater
Management

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y AT A X E L U M
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• Indirect
Economic Impacts
• Procurement
Practices

Top Concerns
in 2021

Channels of
Engagement

Axelum Response and Outcome

Regulators

Compliance
with regulatory
standards on
effluents

Email and virtual
meetings

Upgraded wastewater treatment facility
to meet mandatory effluent standards

Contain
community virus
transmissions

Emails, meetings,
text messaging,
and memorandum

Donated testing kits and ambulance
vehicles to strengthen medical
response capabilities
Constructed isolation facilities

Community
lockdowns
and travel
restrictions

Emails, phone
calls, and virtual
meetings

Mass gatherings
and limited
mobility

Phone calls and
meetings

ENVIRONMENTAL

• Investor Interest

Stakeholder
Group

Coconut
Farmers

ECONOMIC

• Materials

EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS

Local
Government
and Host
Communities

Axelum examined various sustainabilityrelated issues and trends to help identify
material topics aligned with different
reporting frameworks, including GRI
Standards, Sustainability Accounting

• Profitability

Organized vaccination drive to inoculate
the entire workforce, including dependents
Health and
safety against
COVID-19

Following the GRI reporting framework,
Axelum updated its materiality assessment
to identify relevant economic, environmental,
and social topics in 2021.

Distributed essential items to community
and barangay centers

Provided access to large outdoor venues
for coconut farmers to receive assorted
grocery bundles in relation to Axleum’s
Fairtrade program while observing
minimum health protocols

• Solid Waste
Management
• Air Pollution
• Greenhouse
Gas Emissions
• Noise Pollution

Standards Board (SASB), and other
standards. For added reference, Axelum
reviewed the 2020 material topics.
The materiality assessment criteria
evaluated the relationship of these topics to
Axelum and its ability to act on them. Axelum
determined topics with the highest ratings in
the assessment matrix as material.

SOCIAL
• Diversity and
Equal Opportunity
• Training and
Development
• Labor Practices,
Management,
and Relations
• Human Rights
• Occupational
Health and Safety
• Employee
Engagement
• Compensation
and Benefits
• Customer
Health and Safety
• Customer
Data Privacy
• Customer
Satisfaction
• Product Quality
• Marketing
and Labeling
• Corporate Social
Responsibility
• Human Rights
(within the
organization)
• Community
Development

GOVERNANCE
• Compliance
with Regulatory
Requirements
• Business Ethics
and Integrity
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INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
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Environment

1

2

3

4

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
(SCOPE 1)
Reduced greenhouse gas emissions
by up to 19% in 2021
2021: 2,473.04 Tonnes CO2e
2020: 3,049.68 Tonnes CO2e

WASTEWATER

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y AT A X E L U M

Recycled up to 20% of
wastewater for other uses
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Social

1.
2.
3.
4.

On-going construction of the San Isidro Polymedic General Hospital
Granted new college scholarships to 39 students from host communities
Distributed grocery packs to 930 enrolled beneficiaries under the Fairtrade program
Enrolled 78 farmers in organic community farming initiative with more than
2,000 indirect farmer beneficiaries

COCONUT SHELLS
Utilized approximately 44,133 metric
tons of coconut shells as feedstock to
fuel industrial boilers

TETRA PAK PACKAGING MATERIALS
Repurposed 71% of used Tetra Pak
packaging materials into 2,183 pieces
of regular-size chipboards

1
Governance

2
1. Females account for 28% of the entire workforce population in 2021
2. Improved ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard rating to
84.93 points in 2021 (from 73.50 points in 2020)
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2021 ESG
Dashboard
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Head

H E A D ( C O R P O R AT E G O V E R N A N C E )

Corporate Governance
Axelum operates within a governance
framework that prioritizes long-term
objectives to deliver lasting value to
stakeholders. Through the years, Axelum
has successfully ingrained a culture of
governance that balances economic
gains with integrity, transparency, and
accountability. Axelum believes that
building a strong governance foundation
will channel sustainable progress,
particularly in the various communities
we serve.
In 2021, Axelum improved its ASEAN
Corporate Governance Scorecard rating
from 73.50 points to 84.91 points,
following the adoption of new initiatives
that adhere to the highest standards of
business conduct.

Governance Framework

[102-18]

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Corporate Secretary
Chief Audit Officer
Chief Risk Officer
Compliance Officer

BOARD COMMITTEES
• Executive
• Audit
• Corporate Governance and Nomination
• Board Risk Oversight
• Related Party Transaction

CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

BUSINESS UNITS/DEPARTMENTS
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Currently, three co-founders of
Axelum continue to lead and
provide strategic guidance in their
capacity as members of the Board
or management team. They are
supported by a diverse mix of
homegrown and externally-onboarded
professionals with active involvement
in various business areas.
Axelum’s Board of Directors is
composed of individuals with the
necessary qualifications, knowledge,
and relevant industry experience,
including three independent members
to promote balanced and impartial
decision-making.

Key Officers
ROMEO I. CHAN
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
HENRY J. RAPEROGA
President and Chief Operating Officer
PAUL RENE Z. TAYAG
Senior Vice-President
PRECIOSA D. CASTILLO
Corporate Secretary
MARIA THERESA Z. PAGUIRIGAN
Vice-President and Chief Finance Officer,
Treasurer and Assistant Corporate Secretary
KARILAGAN IMELDA Z. GOROSPE
Vice-President for U.S. Operations

Board of Directors

H E A D ( C O R P O R AT E G O V E R N A N C E )

ROMEO I. CHAN
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Founding Member
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HENRY J. RAPEROGA
President and Chief Operating Officer
Founding Member
RICARDO C. LOPA, JR.
Non-Executive Director since 2015
JASON M. ROSENBLATT
Non-Executive Director since 2017
LAURITO E. SERRANO
Lead Independent Director since 2019
ROSEMARIE P. RAFAEL
Independent Director since 2019
RAYMUNDO N. SUAREZ
Independent Director since 2019

MACARIO R. PELAEZ
Vice-President for Manufacturing
PAUL C. CHEAH
Vice-President and Investor Relations Officer
DOMINIC V. ISBERTO
Compliance Officer
For the profiles of the Board of Directors
and Key Officers, please refer to Axelum’s
separate 2021 Annual Report.
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The Founding Fathers
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Board of Committees

[102-18]

The Executive Committee can act on behalf of the
Board, except for performing any action that requires
stakeholder approval. The exceptions include:
• Any amendments to compensation and benefits of
Board members and the Chief Executive Officer
• Any action the Corporation Code of the Philippines
and the Company’s by-laws prohibit from being
delegated to a committee
• Any action that the SEC or PSE requires to be approved
by the Board or by another committee of the Board

Mr. Romeo I. Chan
- Chairman
Mr. Henry J. Raperoga
Mr. Jason M. Rosenblatt
Mr. Ricardo C. Lopa, Jr.

H E A D ( C O R P O R AT E G O V E R N A N C E )

The Executive Committee is the highest decisionmaking body and can act on behalf of the Board,
except for performing any action that requires
stakeholder approval. As responsible for Axelum’s
overall performance, the committee closely monitors
plant operations using several performance metrics
(i.e., number of milling days, daily production rate, and
manufacturing yields). The Company also continuously
innovates by applying modern technologies and
improvement projects to increase productivity.
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AUDIT COMMITTEE
The Audit Committee oversees the accounting and
financial reporting standards, financial statements,
internal control, and audit functions. This committee
also reports the results of its activities to the Board.
Additionally, the Audit Committee provides advice,
counsel, and general direction to Management and
the internal and external auditors and oversees the
Company’s relationships with its internal and external
auditors. The committee also manages the Company’s
performance and ensures that Axelum complies with
the regulatory requirements. increase productivity.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND
NOMINATION COMMITTEE
The Corporate Governance and Nomination Committee
ensures the Company’s compliance with and proper
observance of corporate governance principles and
practices. The committee’s scope of work also includes
recommending qualified individuals to become
members of the Board of Directors. The committee
also assists the Board and the Management in
defining Axelum’s compensation policy and other
responsibilities regarding the compensation of
Axelum’s executive officers and directors.

BOARD RISK OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE

Mr. Laurito E. Serrano
- Chairman
Mr. Raymundo N. Suarez
Ms. Rosemarie P. Rafael

The Board Risk Oversight Committee oversees the
Company’s practices and processes relating to risk
assessment and management while developing and
maintaining an appropriate risk culture, reporting
financial and business risks, and associated internal
controls. The Committee will assist the Board in
providing a framework to identify, assess, monitor,
and manage the risks associated with the Company’s
business and to help the Board adopt practices
designed to identify significant areas of business and
financial risks and effectively manage those risks under
the Company’s risk profile.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTION COMMITTEE
The Related Party Transaction Committee reviews
and evaluates all Material Related Party Transactions
defined under the Company’s Material Related
Party Transaction Policy. The Committee ensures
the proper identification, assessment, approval, and
reporting of related party transactions (RPT) and
the determination, monitoring, and management
of Material RPT. In its functions, the Committee
endeavors to enhance transparency in the Company’s
transactions and promote the best interest of its
shareholders and other stakeholders.

Mr. Laurito E. Serrano
- Chairman
Ms. Rosemarie P. Rafael
Mr. Raymundo N. Suarez

Ms. Rosemarie P. Rafael
- Chairwoman
Mr. Raymundo N. Suarez
Mr. Henry J. Raperoga

Mr. Raymundo N. Suarez
– Chairman
Ms. Rosemarie P. Rafael
Mr. Romeo I. Chan
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 205-2, 206-1]
As a publicly-listed company, Axelum is
compliant with the Revised Corporate Code
of the Philippines, requisite requirements
of the Philippine Stock Exchange, and other
relevant regulatory regulations. In addition,
Axelum is guided by its Manual of Corporate
Governance and Code of Ethics, detailing the
structured governance policies and criteria.
This includes mandatory anti-corruption
training for Directors, senior officers, and
employees and strict implementation of

policies on whistleblowing, conflict of interest,
insider training, related party transactions,
and vendor accreditation, among others.
These initiatives aim to imbibe a strong sense
of integrity, transparency, and accountability
within the organization.
Furthermore, Axelum adheres to stringent
international standards, specifically food
processing and safety, backed by multiple quality
certifications issued by independent certifying
bodies. This symbolizes Axelum’s commitment
to producing best-in-class coconut products that
conform to rigid quality specifications.
Axelum abides by the Philippine Competition
Act, prohibiting anti-competitive mergers
and conduct such as cartels and the abuse
of dominant positions in the market. Axelum
is not involved in any monopolistic and anticompetitive actions.

Employees who attended Axelum’s anti-corruption policies and procedures 1, 2

REGION

Metro Manila

POSITION

NUMBER OF ATTENDEES (%)

Executives

6 (100%)

Managers

6 (100%)

Supervisors

27 (100%)

Rank and File

21 (100%)
TOTAL

Misamis Oriental

Managers

24 (100%)

Supervisors

82 (100%)

Rank and File

218 (100%)

H E A D ( C O R P O R AT E G O V E R N A N C E )

Governance body members who attended Axelum’s anti-corruption policies and procedures
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REGION

NUMBER OF ATTENDEES (%)

Metro Manila
(includes the Board of Directors and Senior Management)

10 (100%)

Misamis Oriental (Medina Plant Management Team)

6 (100%)
TOTAL

16 (100%)

60 (100%)

TOTAL

324 (100%)

TOTAL

384 (100%)

Orientation of anti-corruption policies is part of the employee onboarding program.
New and updated policies are communicated internally.
2
All new employees receive anti-corruption training as part of the onboarding program.

1

Axelum conducts regular monthly reviews to
measure operational performance relative to
its objectives. An independent professional
auditor performs an annual audit of Axelum’s
financial statements.

For 2021, Axelum was not cited for any
violations and is not involved in pending
legal actions related to anti-competitive,
antitrust, and monopolistic behavior.
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Business Principles
and Policies
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Investor Relations

The Investor Relations Department organizes small group
meetings, one-on-one sessions, and non-deal roadshows
and participates in conferences with senior management to
engage institutional and retail investors. In lieu of briefings, the
Investor Relations Department meets buy and sell-side analysts
on a quarterly or as-needed basis. The COVID-19 pandemic
limited investor interaction to videoconferencing and mobile
and email inquiries.
Axelum regularly updates its corporate website, serving as
the initial touchpoint of the investing community. The Investor
Relations Department ensures that the latest presentation
materials and other relevant information are uploaded and
easily accessible online. In addition, the Investor Relations
Department supports the conduct of Axelum’s yearly
shareholders’ meeting and spearheads the publication of its
glossy annual and sustainability reports.

H E A D ( C O R P O R AT E G O V E R N A N C E )

Recently, the Investor Relations Department has expanded
its role aligned with Axelum’s overall sustainability program.
Axelum has appointed Mr. Paul C. Cheah as the Vice-President
and Investor Relations Officer. For investor queries and
feedback, Mr. Cheah may be reached via email at
paul.cheah@axelum.com.ph.
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For 2021, Axelum held more than 30 virtual meetings with
various institutional and retail investors. To date, Axelum
maintains active research coverage from four (4) local brokers
and conducts constant discussions with other equity houses for
potential new initiations.
VALUE ENGINEERING
[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 203-1]
Part of Axelum’s strategic mindset is to maximize value creation
within its supply chain and business operations. For 2021,
Axelum invested in reinforcing manufacturing capabilities
to further generate operational efficiencies and synergies
across the business. First, Axelum re-engineered some of
its main production equipment to extract higher yields and
improve overall utilization. In addition, Axelum reconfigured
its coconut water facility by installing additional ancillary tanks
and chillers to enhance mid-production storage volumes and
enable simultaneous integration of multi-product processing
lines. Moreover, Axelum boosted nut processing capacity
by constructing new shelling stations and expanding its nut
bodega to handle larger nut quantities. These initiatives
lowered production costs while effectively future-proofing
manufacturing operations in the long term.

For 2021, Axelum generated record sales of
₱6.4 billion, exceeding pre-pandemic levels,
translating to a net income of ₱715 million.
Axelum distributed approximately ₱5.8 billion
of economic value to key stakeholder groups.
In detail, Axelum spent around ₱4.8 billion to fund
its growing base of operations and compensate
its entire workforce. Moreover, Axelum paid
₱727 million to various suppliers while servicing
credit obligations amounting to ₱34 million. Next,
Axelum remitted ₱181 million to the national
government as part of its contribution to nationbuilding. Lastly, Axelum budgeted ₱6.3 million to
maintain its organic community farm and support
other social initiatives.

AMOUNT
(IN ₱ THOUSANDS)
Economic value
generated (revenue)

6,359,548

Economic
value distributed
Operating costs

4,419,684

Employee wages
and benefits

395,911

Payments to
suppliers and other
operating costs

727,330

Cash dividends
distributed to
stockholders and
interest payments
to creditors

34,076

Income tax paid to
the government

180,704

Corporate social
responsibility (CSR)
programs and
community organic
farming activities

6,296

PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES
[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 204-1, 414-1]
Axelum’s Nut Buying Department is
responsible for day-to-day nut sourcing
activities to secure adequate supply
for its daily operational requirements.
The Nut Buying Department repeatedly
transacts with thousands of coconut
farmers at above-market pricing to
ensure sufficient nut allocation.
At the same time, this strategy doubles
as a social initiative to help coconut
farmers augment household income.
Furthermore, Axelum has established
eight (8) nut buying stations in
strategic areas to extend its sourcing
coverage, while leveraging on proximity
advantages and logistical synergies.

Over ₽1.8 billion

Spent for coconut purchases in 2021
As a matter of principle, Axelum
transacts with reputable suppliers
with a proven track record of sound
regulatory compliance and best
practices to stimulate value
creation within its supply chain.
The Procurement Department is
in-charge of conducting an extensive
vendor accreditation process for new
and existing suppliers. This process
includes comprehensive profiling and
background reviews of prospective
suppliers to verify business legitimacy
and any history of non-compliance.
Axelum strictly prohibits employees
from soliciting favors and receiving
gifts from suppliers to maintain
business integrity and transparency.
Any form of bribery, corruption,
or related acts may result in outright
termination and immediate revocation
of supplier accreditation.
For 2021, there were no reported
violations of procurement policies
involving employees and suppliers.
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Axelum is primarily responsible for stakeholder engagement,
particularly with shareholders and media practitioners.
The Investor Relations Department coordinates the prompt
dissemination of accurate and structured material information
to regulators and the general public.

DIRECT ECONOMIC VALUE
GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED
[201-1]
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HEART (SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS)

Heart
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Social Consciousness

Our People

Axelum considers its people as its most
valuable asset. Axelum’s founding
principle was built on a bold vision
to uplift its countrymen by providing
sustainable means and opportunities
for host community members to access
basic economic services through steady
livelihood and formal education. Despite
the pandemic, Axelum remains steadfast
in its commitment to distribute economic
value to key stakeholders, with the
continued implementation of various civic
campaigns for host communities.

[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 406-1]
Axelum is an equal-opportunity
non-discriminating employer,
offering stable job opportunities and
a conducive working environment that
promotes human rights and fosters
career progression. Axelum screens
candidates based on experience, skills,
and qualifications, regardless of gender,
color, race, ethnicity, and religion.

0

Reported cases or violations
related to anti-discrimination in 2021
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Demographics
[102-8, 405-1]

EMPLOYEES BY SEGMENT AND GENDER
Male

Female

TOTAL

238

146

384

Cooperatives

3,348

1,267

4,615

TOTAL

3,586

1,413

4,999

Employees

EMPLOYEES BY CATEGORY

HEART (SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS)

Axelum

40

Cooperatives

TOTAL

Male

Female

Male

Female

Rank and File

164

75

3,348

1,267

4,615

Supervisory
and Technical

45

64

-

-

-

Managerial

25

5

-

-

-

Executive

4

2

-

-

-

238

146

-

-

-

TOTAL

EMPLOYEES BY AGE GROUP
Axelum
Age Group

Cooperatives

Male

Female

Age Group

Male

Female

19-24

19

22

<30

1,237

369

25-29

48

47

30-50

1,841

780

30-34

33

30

50+

270

118

35-39

29

9

TOTAL

3,348

1,267

40-44

32

12

45+

77

26

TOTAL

238

146
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Majority of Axelum’s manpower is based in Misamis Oriental to manage manufacturing operations,
while the remainder is headquartered in Metro Manila to provide marketing and corporate
support. For 2021, Axelum maintained 384 regular employees and 4,165 labor cooperative
workers, with females accounting for 28% of the entire workforce, including three individuals
with physical disabilities or from indigenous backgrounds.
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Hiring and Turnover

Benefits

Axelum provides steady livelihood for nearly
5,000 community members in its Medina Plant.
Since the pandemic, Axelum has not retrenched
a single individual and continues to onboard new
professionals to meet staffing requirements for
its growing base of operations.
Some of Axelum’s employee-related programs
are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance Management (Key Personnel)
Succession Planning (Individual Performers)
STAR Program (High-Performers)
Tardiness and Absenteeism
Employee Leave Entitlements
Employee Health Monitoring
Learning and Development

NEW HIRES

HEART (SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS)

Age group

Male

Female

Axelum ensures equitable treatment and safe working
conditions for its employees and labor cooperative
workers through its Human Resources Department.
Axelum complies with mandatory labor standards
and compensates its personnel above minimum wage
requirements and statutory benefits.

BENEFITS EXCLUSIVE TO FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES
Metro
Manila

Misamis
Oriental

Life insurance

✓

✓

Healthcare
(aside from PhilHealth)

✓

✓

Disability and
invalidity coverage

✓

✓

Parental leave

✓

✓

✓

✓

Parental
Leave [401-3]

Male

Female

Entitled to
parental leave

238

146

Employees
who took
parental leave

8

6

Employees
who returned
to work after
parental
leave ended

8

5

Employees
who returned
to work after
parental
leave ended
and were still
employed
twelve months
after their
return to work

8

5

Retention rate

100%

83%

Benefits [401-2]

Below 30

26

7

Retirement provisions
(company-specific)

30 to 44

14

3

Social Security System

✓

✓

Above 45

11

0

PhilHealth

✓

✓

TOTAL

51

10

Pag-Ibig

✓

✓

Vacation leaves

✓

✓

Sick leaves

✓

✓

Housing assistance
(aside from Pag-Ibig)

✓

✓

EMPLOYEE TURNOVER
Age group

Male

Female

Stock ownership

Below 30

17

8

30 to 44

8

4

Further education
support

✓

✓

Above 45

7

1

Telecommuting*

✓

✓

TOTAL

32

13

Flexible working hours*

✓

✓

Others (please specify)
*Telecommuting and flexible working hours for
Metro Manila-based employees and selected
Medina Plant personnel
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[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 401-1]
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Training
[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 404-2]
Axelum firmly believes that a skilled workforce equates to
increased motivation and enhances overall productivity.
Axelum promotes individual growth and career advancement
by offering various learning opportunities through technical
modules, certification courses, and conferences.
Aside from in-house and external training programs,
Axelum partnered with the Technical Education and Skills
Development Authority (TESDA) for selected TESDAaccredited training courses.

HEART (SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS)

AVERAGE HOURS OF TRAINING PER YEAR [404-1]
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Employee Category

Male
(hours)

Female
(hours)

Senior Management

24

24

Middle Management

24

24

Rank and File

24

24

EMPLOYEES RECEIVING REGULAR PERFORMANCE
AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT REVIEWS [404-3]
Employee Category

Male
(%)

Female
(%)

Senior Management

100

100

Middle Management

85*

85

Rank and File

85

77

TOTAL HEADCOUNT

187

136

*New hires were not subjected to yearly performance review

PROCESS CONTROL
• Basic Statistics Training
• Statistical Process
Control Training
• On-the-Job-Training
for Machine/Equipment
Technicians
FOOD SAFETY
AND QUALITY
• Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Points
Training (HACCP)
• British Retail Consortium
Standards Training
• Halal Training
ENGINEERING,
PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE,
CALIBRATION, AND
INSTRUMENTATION
• Effective Records
Management for ISO/IEC
17025:2017
• Risk-based Thinking
in Lab Quality
Management System
• Risk Assessment Training
QUALITY CONTROL
AND ASSURANCE
• Method Validation and
Verification of Test
Methods Training
GOOD WAREHOUSING
PRACTICES
• Metal Detector Training
• Ultra-High-Temperature
Coconut Cream Milk/Cream
New Process Line Training
• Coconut Milk Powder
and Coconut Cream/Milk
Pasteurizer Training
• Spray Drying Training
• Training for Coconut
Water Drillers
• Recycling Plant Operation
and Maintenance Training

HEALTH AND SAFETY
• Occupational First Aid
and Basic Life Support
Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation with
Automated External
Defibrillators
• Construction Occupational
Safety and Health Training
• Personal Hygiene
• Health and Safety
Awareness
• Hazardous Chemical
Handling
• HIV/AIDS Awareness
• Communicable Diseases
• Other Safety Training
ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
• Environmental Policy
• Policy Statement
• Environmental
Management Program
• Duties and Responsibilities
of Pollution Control Officer
• Waste Identification,
Storage, and Disposal
• Oil Spill Response
Procedure
• Polychlorinated Biphenyl
Response Procedure
• Selection Guidelines
for Waste Treater and
Transporter
• Emergency Preparedness
ETHICAL POLICIES
• Annual Corporate
Governance Training
Session
• Anti-Sexual Harassment
• Drug-Free Workplace
• Code of Business Ethics
• Anti-Fraud and Bribery
• Magna Carta for Women
• Solo Parent’s Welfare
• Anti-Child Labor
• Anti-Harassment and
Non-Discrimination
• Whistleblowing
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Regular
Training Courses
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Heeding our Nation’s Call to Humanity

Axelum’s main objective was to inoculate its entire workforce, including dependents,
to protect from severe illness. A total of 4,895 individuals were vaccinated,
representing 100% of Axelum’s manpower. At present, Axelum is coordinating with
local authorities for the administration of booster shots.
Additionally, Axelum donated essential items, including antigen testing kits and
ambulance vehicles, to rural health units to reinforce medical response capabilities
and contain community transmissions.

HEART (SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS)

In collaboration with the SHAPE Department,Axelum’s on-site medical staff conducted
training sessions on effective contract tracing as part of Axelum’s COVID-19 program.
A total of 38 representatives across various departments participated in the seminar.
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Occupational
Health and Safety

Ensuring the welfare of its employees and
workers is of utmost priority. Axelum strictly
enforces various occupational and health
policies to maintain a conducive environment
without the presence of unwanted hazards
that may cause major accidents or injuries.
As of 2021, Axelum’s Occupational
Health and Safety management system
covers all 384 employees and 4,615 labor
cooperative workers. This system follows
the provisions of the Philippine Labor Code
implemented by the Department of Labor
and Employment (DOLE). Axelum is subjected
to a yearly inspection by the DOLE to monitor
compliance with prescribed General Labor
Standards and Occupational Health and
Safety Standards.
Last year, Axelum partnered with the
Gingoog City Chapter of the Philippine
Red Cross to conduct first-aid training for
selected employees. The two-day course
included a minimum of 16 training hours
and a passing grade in skills evaluation
and written examination. After the training
exercise, a total of 34 Axelum first-aiders
were certified by the Philippine Red Cross.

0

Violations found during the DOLE
inspection conducted last October 06, 2021
Axelum’s Occupational Health and Safety
Department undergoes regular training.
At the same time, employees and workers
are required to have at least eight (8) hours
of related training, including fire safety and
proper chemical handling.

[ 103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 403-1, 403-2, 403-4,
403-5, 403-6, 403-7, 403-8, 403-9, 403-10 ]

In addition, Axelum assembled the SHAPE
Department to supervise all occupational
health and safety-related activities or
issues. It assigns safety officers to various
work areas to enforce and monitor the
implementation of the Occupational
Health and Safety management system.
Designated safety officers are responsible
for immediately reporting all identified
occupational health and safety concerns to
the SHAPE Department. In response, the
SHAPE Department is tasked to investigate
and enact corresponding actions to eliminate
or mitigate identified safety risks. In case
of emergency, Axelum maintains an on-site
medical clinic equipped with an ambulance
unit to perform first-aid and urgent care.
The SHAPE Department conducts weekly
meetings with designated safety officers
to review existing safety policies and
procedures. Every year, Axelum organizes
medical and surgical missions, bloodletting,
and vaccination, in partnership with the local
government and private doctor associations.

0

Major occupational risks, including
work-related accidents, injuries,
or casualties, in 2021

23

Recorded work-related minor
wounds and lacerations in 2021

12,372,264

Total safe-man hours in 2021
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Axelum continues to do its part in our nation’s battle against COVID-19 to help
contribute to economic recovery. For 2021, Axelum organized a mass vaccination
program, in coordination with the Department of Health, Medina Local Government,
and the Northern Mindanao Medical Center, held in September 2021, inside the
premises of the Medina Plant.
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Community
Development

[102-16, 102-41, 103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 402-1, 410-1, 412-2]

[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 203-1, 203-2, 413-1]

Axelum offers above-average industry compensation
packages to its employees and workers, including
a safe and conducive working environment free of
major occupational hazards and risks. Axelum has
instituted policies to promote human rights, including
non-discrimination, anti-child labor, reasonable
working hours, timely wage payments, and freedom of
association, among others. Axelum adopts the principles
of the Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit (SMETA),
a globally-recognized audit format on labor conditions,
occupational safety, environment, and ethics.

Through constant community engagement,
Axelum identifies the most pressing needs or
issues of its host communities.
A major part of Axelum’s social advocacies centers
on education and livelihood. Since 1986, Axelum
has sponsored the construction of learning
facilities and the distribution of school materials
to elementary and high school students. For
2021, Axelum granted new academic scholarships

to 39 community students to pursue
a college degree. In addition, Axelum
maintains an organic community farm
that conducts formal training to various
farmer associations in cultivating different
fruits and vegetable crops while providing
essential planting equipment and assorted
seedlings to jumpstart this venture. In
2021, Axelum had 78 farmers enrolled in
its community farming program and more
than 2,000 indirect beneficiaries.

100%

of employees attended at least four (4) hours of
training on human rights policies and procedures

0

HEART (SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS)

Reported issues or violations related
to human rights in 2021
Axelum engages with independent labor cooperatives
for bulk of the manpower requirements. Every month,
the Company meets with cooperative leaders to
address concerns and discuss areas for improvement.
Additionally, Axelum considers cooperatives as partners
and worker-owners of the plant and equipment.
Cooperatives, as worker-owners, have access to credit
and loans from their respective cooperatives, dividends,
annual patronage refunds, and access to life insurance
and hospitalization.

0

Major disputes with any third-party
labor cooperatives in 2021
Furthermore, Axelum engages third-party security
agencies to protect physical assets, including
personnel, contractors, and guests within company
premises. The presence of trained security officers help
mitigate potential business disruption from external
threats. Authorized security personnel underwent
training on proper enforcement of internal policies and
preserving individual human rights.

0

Reported incidents or complaints received
involving security personnel in 2021
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Enabling Access to Basic Healthcare
Despite the pandemic, Axelum pursued its most significant infrastructure and service project,
the construction of the San Isidro Polymedic General Hospital located in Barangay San
Luis, Gingoog City. This project aims to provide direct access to professional healthcare for
community residents, particularly indigent patients.
This secondary-tier hospital will offer 100 beds, a hemodialysis clinic, extended laboratory and
diagnostic services, imaging, charity wards, intensive, emergency, and private consultations.
In addition, the San Isidro Polymedic General Hospital will be manned by a complete roster of
medical professionals and managed by the Cagayan de Oro Polymedic Medical Group.
Without commercial aspirations, this venture is solely motivated by a vision to address the
urgent need for basic medical services for people residing in remote, far-flung areas.
As of June 2022, project completion is at 55%, with planned commencement of operations
scheduled by end-2022.
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Labor Practices
and Human Rights
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Stakeholder
Engagement
2 0 2 1 S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T

[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 417-1, 417-2, 417-3, 418-1, 419-1]
Axelum is firmly committed to delivering high-quality coconut
products to its customers. In general, food manufacturers
are inherently vulnerable to product inconsistencies that
may pose serious health concerns to end-users and diminish
industry credibility. In managing these risks, Axelum conforms
to the highest food processing and safety standards, backed
by multiple international quality certifications from major
independent certifying bodies. On top of this, Axelum
undergoes at least 25 safety audits every year conducted by
its customers and third-party auditors.

0

Reports of major incidents involving
customer health and safety issues in 2021

43 out of 50

Average score on customer satisfaction in 2021

HEART (SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS)

Axelum’s product labels include detailed product information,
such as nutritional facts, ingredients, composition, expiration,
proper usage, and various sustainability impacts. This practice
allows customers to make informed purchasing decisions and
promote brand loyalty.

0

Reports of major non-compliance incidents related to
marketing, producing, labeling, and voluntary codes
resulting in customer warnings, regulatory sanctions,
fines, and non-monetary penalties in 2021
Axelum upholds customer privacy to prevent loss or unwanted
breach of customer data. To avoid risks of mishandling,
Axelum complies with its internal data policy and provisions
of the Philippine Data Privacy Act.

0

Reports of any loss or breach of customer privacy in 2021
Axelum is compliant with the standards and guidelines
of all relevant regulatory bodies. This includes the timely
submission of reportorial requirements, renewal of business
and operating permits, and implementation of health and
occupational policies, among others.

0

Fines or penalties related to socioeconomic
compliance in 2021
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Enriching Marginalized Societies
At Axelum, uplifting our fellow countrymen has always been the centerpiece of what we
do. To further this advocacy, Axelum joined Fairtrade International in 2019 after completing
all certification requirements, armed with the mindset of protecting the interests of
marginalized sectors, particularly coconut farmers in Mindanao.
Axelum formed a dedicated Fairtrade Committee to formalize and institute its Fairtrade
program in collaboration with various cluster leaders, representing a total of 930 enrolled
farmer beneficiaries. Currently, there are nine active clusters across surrounding
neighborhoods, covering 2,302 hectares of farmland.
Based on the results of a needs assessment survey, the majority of cluster leaders identified
high-priority areas that necessitate urgent attention, including food, medicines, education,
livelihood, and financial literacy.
Products sold under Fairtrade prices carry a premium that is set aside and pooled into a
separate account and accessible to both the Fairtrade Committee and enrolled beneficiaries.
These products are subjected to a yearly audit by an accredited Fairtrade auditor.
In response, Axelum piloted its first Fairtrade project by distributing assorted grocery
bundles, including rice, medicines, vitamins, canned goods, coffee, detergents, and other
essential items, to all farmer beneficiaries.
Moving forward, Axelum plans to expand its Fairtrade program by launching various
livelihood projects to offer alternative income opportunities.
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H A N D ( E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T E WA R D S H I P )

Hands
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Environmental
Stewardship

Environmental
Compliance

As a responsible enterprise, Axelum
strongly advocates environmental
stewardship and natural ecosystem
preservation. Axelum’s manufacturing
operations do not pose any significant
pollution risks to the environment or
threaten biodiversity existence.

[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 307-1]
Axelum is an equal-opportunity
non-Axelum is compliant with
environmental laws, such as:
• The Philippine Clean Water Act
(R.A. 9275)
• The Philippine Clean Air Act
(R.A. 8749)
• The Ecological Solid Waste
Management Act (R.A. No. 9003)
• Code on Sanitation of the
Philippines (P.D. No. 856)
• Toxic Substances and Hazardous and
• Nuclear Wastes Control Act (R.A. 6969)
• Regulations on Disposition of Hazardous
Waste and Air Pollution (Department of
Environment and Natural Resources)

Every year, Axelum allocates a
portion of its capital expenditure
to further strengthen its
environmental practices that, to
some extent, go beyond mere
regulatory compliance. For
2021, Axelum was not cited or
penalized for any environmental
compliance-related violations.
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In 2021, Axelum organized a tree-planting activity at its community farm in
Barangay San Luis, Gingoog City. A total of 200 mahogany seedlings were
planted by several employee participants representing different departments.
Mahogany trees promote wildlife and water conservation, while their roots help
bind soil to reduce land erosion and occurrences of landslides.

Resource
Management
Given the finite characteristic of natural resources, Axelum is
aware of the need to be prudent in its approach to resource
management. Foremost, Axelum proactively supports treeplanting initiatives to increase the population of young
coconut trees in its major sourcing areas. In addition, Axelum
utilizes recyclable and reusable materials to minimize waste
generated from operations. In general, these practices create
a healthy and sustainable value chain in the long term.

Materials
Used
[103-1, 103-2, 103-3]

H A N D ( E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T E WA R D S H I P )

Axelum’s primary raw ingredient, the coconut, is renewable
and sourced from densely-populated coconut regions in
the country, including CARAGA, Lanao Peninsula, Northern
Mindanao, and Davao. Axelum operates a recycling plant that
converts used Tetra packaging materials into chipboards.
Axelum saw a 39% increase in nuts received for 2021,
indicating a steady and well-managed supply chain.
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MATERIALS USED
[301-1]

WEIGHT/VOLUME

Renewable materials
Coconuts

191,882.26 metric tons

Carton

6,162,863 pieces

Paper Bags

1,242,796 pieces

Non-renewable materials
Diesel
Gasoline
Liquified Petroleum
Gas (LPG)
Industrial Oil
and Grease

940,836.92 liters
8,748.57 liters
8,600 kilograms
1,180 liters
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Planting a Tree of Hope

57

In 2021, Axelum installed additional shelling
stations and expanded its nut bodega to
increase nut processing output and nut
storage by up to 30% and 20%, respectively.
Similarly, Axelum recalibrated some of
its major manufacturing equipment to
improve production yields and utilization
rate. Moreover, Axelum renovated its locker
rooms and waiting areas to promote a more
conducive working environment.

H A N D ( E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T E WA R D S H I P )

In terms of safety, Axelum conducted oil
spill management training to enhance the
skills of plant first-responders in the event
of oil-related emergencies. Regarding
productivity, Axelum invested in digital
security infrastructure and improved internet
connectivity to support existing operational
systems and communication platforms.
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Energy
Consumption
[103-1, 103-2, 103-3]
Axelum partakes in the global shift to cleaner
energy sources to reduce carbon emissions that
trap heat in the atmosphere. First, Axelum’s
manufacturing operations makes full-use of the
coconut, including coconut shells as feedstock,
that power industrial boilers in generating
culinary-grade steam. In 2021, Axelum utilized
approximately 44,133 metric tons of coconut
shells as boiler fuel, while installing state-of-theart computerized boilers that require up to 35%
less coconut shells to produce manufacturing
steam. In addition, Axelum replaced over 4,000
traditional light sources with light-emitting diode
(LED) bulbs to promote energy efficiency.
For its ten generators, Axelum managed
to decrease diesel consumption by 14%,
constituting 4% of total energy usage for 2021.
However, overall diesel consumption, including
vehicle fleets, rose by 15% year-on-year.
Total electricity usage increased by 23%,
attributed to a growing base of operations
with higher power requirements.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION WITHIN
THE ORGANIZATION [302-1]

2021 (GJ per year)

2020 (GJ per year)

Gasoline

299.20

262.66

LPG

844.80

547.20

Diesel

37,913.95

23,128.60

Electricity

94,580.64

76,912.26

Coconut shells for boilers

917,960.03

805,787.00

1,051,598.62

906,637.70

TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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Operational
Improvements
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Water Efficiency

Air Quality

[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 303-1, 303-2]

Axelum started tracking greenhouse
gas emissions (GHG) in 2020 to institute
a long-term carbon footprint program.
In 2021, Axelum lowered its direct carbon
emissions by up to 19% due to enterprisewide fuel efficiency efforts to reduce diesel
consumption. Currently, Axelum is searching
for third-party consultants to help structure
and formalize its carbon objectives.

WATER USAGE
Water withdrawal
[303-3]

1,097,748

Water discharged
[303-4]

884,361

H A N D ( E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T E WA R D S H I P )

Water recycled
and reused [303-5]
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Investing in a Renewable Future
In 2021, Axelum finalized discussions with a leading renewable energy supplier to
build a modern solar panel facility inside the Medina Plant. This project aims to
support manufacturing operations during peak hours to reduce dependence on
traditional energy sources. The solar panel facility will be commissioned in dual
phases to cover all main sites, with planned completion scheduled within 12-18
months from the start of construction. This initiative aims to lower electricity
costs and contribute to climate solutions to global warming.

QUANTITY/
UNIT (m3)

76,842.36

GHG
EMISSION

QUANTITY/UNIT
(Tonnes CO2e)

Direct (Scope 1)
GHG Emissions
[305-1]

Carbon Dioxide:
2,448.25
Methane: 19.12
Nitrous Oxide: 5.67
Total: 2,473.04

Energy indirect
(Scope 2)
GHG Emissions
[305-2]

20,810.37

To evaluate the impact of its carbon emissions,
Axelum referred to the Global Warming
Potentials from the IPCC 5th Assessment
(2014), Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, and the Emission Factor in Mindanao
based on the 2015-2017 Emission Factor data
from the Department of Energy.
Sources of Axelum’s NOx and SOx emissions
include boilers, generator sets, and Parruco
dryers or heat exchangers.
AIR EMISSIONS
[305-7]

QUANTITY/UNIT
(Metric tons/year)

NOx

133.46

SOx

1.96

Persistent
organic
pollutants (POPs)

Not available

Volatile organic
compounds
(VOCs)

Not available

Hazardous air
pollutants (HAPs)

Not available

Particulate
matter (PM)

57.04
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Axelum implements a disciplined approach to
water consumption to enhance water efficiency
and conserve natural water resources. In 2021,
Axelum managed to recycle up to 20% of its
wastewater for other uses, including ground
watering, gardening, and washing of vehicles.
Axelum utilizes withdrawn groundwater for
cleaning, sanitation, and hygienic purposes,
resulting in sterilized production areas to
guarantee superior product quality. Axelum’s
state-of-the-art wastewater treatment plant
ensures that wastewater quality is within
regulatory effluent standards before discharge.

[103-1, 103-2, 103-3]
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[102-55]

STANDARD

NAME OF DISCLOSURE

For the Materiality Disclosures Service,
GRI Services reviewed that the GRI
content index is clearly presented
and the references for Disclosures
102-40 to 102-49 align with appropriate
sections in the body of the report.

PAGE NUMBER DIRECT ANSWER

GRI 101: Foundation 2016

H A N D ( E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T E WA R D S H I P )

GRI 102: General Disclosures 2016
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Solid Waste and Effluents

102-1

Name of the organization

4

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

4, 6, 7, 19

[103-1, 103-2, 103-3, 306-1, 306-2]

102-3

Location of headquarters

2

102-4

Location of operations

4

102-5

Ownership and legal form

8

102-6

Markets served

4, 7

102-7

Scale of the organization

4, 7

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

40

102-9

Supply Chain

17

102-10

Significant changes to the organization and
its supply chain

None

The bulk of waste generated from operations is
considered organic. Axelum works with the local
government and accredited third-party service
providers to ensure proper waste handling.
Axelum operates a Material Recovery Facility
and Recycling Plant that manages solid waste,
such as cartons, paper, and plastic bags, sold to
independent recycling entities.
Coconut shells, comprising the majority of nonhazardous waste that serve as boiler fuel, saw
a 19% decline in total quantity transported to
landfills for 2021. Further, Axelum converted
71% of used Tetra packaging materials into
2,183 regular-size chipboards, utilized as
alternative plywood, table dividers and sleeping
mats in calamity evacuation centers. [301-2]
Hazardous waste, including used oil, batteries,
and sludge, is carefully stored in a specialized
facility prior to hauling by independent treaters
and transporters accredited by the Department
of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR).
Other solid wastes are loaded into trucks and
transported to designated landfills. In general,
Axelum monitors solid waste generated daily
to measure potential environmental and
health impacts.
Axelum’s Chemical and Biological Wastewater
Treatment Facility ensures that treated
wastewater is safe for discharge in compliance
with regulatory effluent guidelines.

SOLID WASTE

QUANTITY
(in metric tons)

Total non-hazardous
waste generated*
[306-3]

44,569.55

Total hazardous
waste generated
[306-3]

8,397.21

Used Industrial Oil

5.41

Sludge, Batteries

8,391.80

Total waste diverted
from disposal
[306-4]

44,503.93

Total waste
disposed to landfill
[306-5]

65.62

*Non-hazardous wastes consist of cartons,
garbage, paper bag, plastic bag, tetra paper,
and coconut shells

Based on its risk
management
framework, Axelum
is committed to the
highest standards
of product quality
and environmental
safety in
conducting its
business.

102-11

Precautionary Principle or Approach

102-12

External initiatives

8

102-13

Membership of associations

8

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

10

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

5, 48

102-18

Governance structure

29
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GRI
Content Index
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STANDARD

NAME OF DISCLOSURE

PAGE NUMBER DIRECT ANSWER

DISCLOSURE
NUMBER

NAME OF DISCLOSURE

PAGE
NUMBER

REASON FOR
OMISSION

GRI 200: Economic Standards Series 2016

GRI 102: General Disclosures 2016

G L O B A L R E P O R T I N G I N I T I AT I V E I N D E X

102-22

62

Composition of the highest governance body and
its committees

32

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

24

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

48

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

24

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

24

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

24

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

GRI 201:
Economic
Performance
2016
Please refer
to the 2021
Audited Financial
Statements of
Axelum Resources
Corp., which
can be found
in their 2021
Annual Report,
'Cultivating New
Paths'.

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated
financial statements

102-46

Defining report content and topic boundaries

2

102-47

List of material topics

25

102-48

Restatements of information

No restatements
of information
were made.
There were
no significant
changes in
reporting.

102-49

Changes in reporting

102-50

Reporting period

2

102-51

Date of most recent report

2

102-52

Reporting cycle

2

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

2

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI
Standards

2

102-55

GRI content index

61

102-56

External assurance

GRI 202:
Market
Presence
2016

GRI 203:
Indirect
Economic
Impacts
2016
GRI 204:
Procurement
Practices
2016
GRI 205:
Anticorruption
2016
GRI 206:
AntiCompetitive
Behavior
2016

None

103-1

Explanation of the Material Topic
and Its Boundary

34, 36, 37,
49

103-2

The Management Approach and
its Components

22, 34, 36,
37, 49

103-3

Evaluation of the
Management Approach

22, 34, 36,
37, 49

201-1

Direct economic value generated
and distributed

37

202-1

All male and female
employees are
paid above the
minimum wage
set by the National
Wages Productivity
Commission. Significant
locations of operations
here are limited to
the Medina Plant and
Corporate Head Office
in Metro Manila.

Ratios of standard entry level wage
by gender compared to local
minimum wage

203-1

Infrastructure investments and
services supported

16, 17, 36,
49

203-2

Significant indirect economic impacts

49

204-1

Proportion of spending on
local suppliers

37

205-2

Communication and training about
anti-corruption policies and procedures

34

206-1

Legal actions for anti-competitive
behavior, anti-trust, and
monopoly practices

34
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GRI 101: Foundation 2016

STANDARD
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STANDARD

NAME OF DISCLOSURE

PAGE
NUMBER

GRI 300: Environmental Standards Series 2016

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

GRI 301:
Materials
2016
GRI 302:
Energy
2016

G L O B A L R E P O R T I N G I N I T I AT I V E I N D E X

GRI 303:
Water and
Effluents
2018
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GRI 305:
Emissions
2016

GRI 306:
Waste
2020

GRI 307:
Environmental
Compliance
2016

REASON FOR
OMISSION

STANDARD

DISCLOSURE
NUMBER

NAME OF DISCLOSURE

PAGE
NUMBER

GRI 400: Social Standards Series 2016

103-1

Explanation of the Material Topic and
Its Boundary

53, 55, 56,
59. 60

103-2

The Management Approach and
its Components

53, 55, 56,
59, 60

103-3

Evaluation of the Management Approach

53, 55, 56,
59, 60

301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

55

301-2

Recycled input materials used

60

302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

57

303-1

Interactions with water as a shared resource

59

303-2

Management of water
discharge-related impacts

59

303-3

Water withdrawal

59

303-4

Water discharge

59

303-5

Water consumption

59

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

59

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

59

305-7

Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx),
and other significant air emissions

59

306-1

Waste generation and significant
waste-related impacts

60

306-2

Management of significant
waste-related impacts

60

306-3

Waste generated

60

306-4

Waste diverted from disposal

60

306-5

Waste directed to disposal

60

307-1

Non-compliance with environmental
laws and regulations

53

GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

GRI 401:
Employment
2016

GRI 402:
Labor/
Management
Relations
2016

GRI 403:
Occupational
Health and
Safety
2018

103-1

Explanation of the Material Topic and
Its Boundary

39, 42, 44,
47, 48, 50

103-2

The Management Approach and
its Components

39, 42, 44,
47, 48, 50

103-3

Evaluation of the Management Approach

39, 42, 44,
47, 48, 50

401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

42

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees
that are not provided to temporary or
part-time employees

43

401-3

Parental leave

43

402-1

Minimum notice periods regarding
operational changes

48

403-1

Occupational health and safety
management system

47

403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment,
and incident investigation

47

403-3

Occupational health services

47

403-4

Worker participation, consultation,
and communication on occupational health
and safety

47

403-5

Worker training on occupational health
and safety

47

403-6

Promotion of worker health

47

403-7

Prevention and mitigation of occupational
health and safety impacts directly linked by
business relationships

47

403-8

Workers covered by an occupational health
and safety management system

47

403-9

Work-related injuries

47

403-10

Work-related ill-health

47

REASON FOR
OMISSION
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DISCLOSURE
NUMBER
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STANDARD

NAME OF DISCLOSURE

PAGE
NUMBER

GRI 400: Social Standards Series 2016

GRI 404:
Training and
Education
2016

GRI 405:
Diversity
and Equal
Opportunity
2016
GRI 406:
Nondiscrimination
2016

G L O B A L R E P O R T I N G I N I T I AT I V E I N D E X

GRI 410:
Security
Practices
2016

66

GRI 412:
Human Rights
Assessment
2016
GRI 413:
Local
Communities
2016
GRI 414:
Supplier Social
Assessment
2016
GRI 416:
Customer
Health
and Safety
2016

GRI 417:
Marketing
and Labeling
2016

REASON FOR
OMISSION

STANDARD

DISCLOSURE
NUMBER

NAME OF DISCLOSURE

PAGE
NUMBER

GRI 400: Social Standards Series 2016

404-1

Average hours of training per year
per employee

44

404-2

Programs for upgrading employee skills
and transition assistance programs

44

404-3

Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development reviews

44

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

40

406-1

Incidents of discrimination and corrective
actions taken

39

410-1

Security personnel trained in human rights
policies of procedures

48

412-2

Employee training on human rights policies
or procedures

48

413-1

Operations with local community
engagement, impact assessments,
and development programs

49

414-1

New suppliers screened using social criteria

37

416-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning
the health and safety impacts of products
and service

50

417-1

Requirements for product and service
information and labeling

50

417-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning
product and service information and labeling

50

417-3

Incidents of non-compliance concerning
marketing communications

50

GRI 418:
Customer
Privacy
2016
GRI 419:
Socioeconomic
Compliance
2016

418-1

419-1

Substantiated complaints concerning
breaches of customer privacy and losses
of customer data

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in
the social and economic area

50

50
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OMISSION
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